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Claim
A heavy duty attachment for crushing articles of frangible rubble and building 

materials such as concrete and for connection to the boom structure and hydraulic system of 

a mobile machine such as a hydraulic excavator, comprising:

a jaw structure including first and second relatively swingable jaws pivotally 

connected to each other, each of the jaws having an inner end portion adjacent the pivotal 
connection and also having an outer end portion,

means for mounting and connecting the jaw structure to the end of the boom structure 

and hydraulic system of such a mobile machine in order to move at least one jaw and to open 

and close the jaws relative to each other and to grip and apply pressure onto such an article 
to be crushed,

said first jaw having a rigid grid made of elongate rigid grid elements, a pair of said 
grid elements being widely spaced from each other and extending from said inner end portion 

of the jaw to the outer end portion, an additional one of said rigid grid elements extending 

transversely of said pair of grid elements and being affixed thereto, there being open areas 

between said pair of grid elements to permit crushed material from the articles to pass 
through the jaw.
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(54)Title: CONCRETE CRUSHER

(57) Abstract

An attachment for the boom struc
ture and hydraulic system of a hydraulic 
excavator, including a pair of relatively 
swingable jaws for crushing concrete slabs 
and the like, each of the jaws having a 
grid like jaw structure with elongate rigid 
plates extending outwardly from the pivot 
structure, there being a multiplicity of tap
ered tooth like projections on the grid 
structure of the jaws, the tooth like projec
tions being of various lengths, at least one 
of the jaws being connected to the hydrau
lic system to open and close the jaws to 
apply pi·* ;sure and fracture concrete 
structures being gripped and crushed.
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CONCRETE CRUSHER

This invention relates to an attachment for 

hydraulic excavators for crushing concrete pavement 

slabs and the like.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

In rebuilding highways for motor vehicle travel, and 

in the demolition of structures which are largely made 

of or incorporate reinforced concrete as structural 

members, the disposal of large pieces of concrete paving 

or reinforced concrete structure becomes a significant 

problem. Many governmental regulations and practical 

considerations relating to the operation of landfills 

prohibit the disposal of concrete slabs and large 

reinforced concrete structures by simply burying them in 

the landfills. Accordingly, it becomes necessary to 

dispose of such concrete material in other ways.

Crushing of the concrete is one alternative so that 

the concrete slabs and structures may be reduced to 

smaller particle sizes which accommodates the reuse of 

such concrete as fill and as aggregate base for roadways 

and the like.

The prior art has not known adequate devices for 

reducing concrete structures and slabs into particulate 

in a manner as to facilitate temporary usage in one 

location and then use later in widely remote locations.

It has been possible in the past to reduce concrete 

into particles and chunks by use of heavy duty shears, 

but such shears which are primarily designed for 

shearing steel and other metallic and wood structures, 

have sharpened blades and are rather expensive for the 

purpose of reducing concrete slabs and structures which 

is thought to be accomplished in other ways.
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

There is provided according to the present invention a heavy duty attachment for 

crushing articles of frangible rubble and building materials such as concrete and for 

connection to the boom structure and hydraulic system of a mobile machine such as a

5 hydraulic excavator, comprising:
a jaw structure including first and second relatively swingable jaws pivotally 

connected to each other, each of the jaws having an inner end portion adjacent the pivotal 

connection and also having an outer end portion,

means for mounting and connecting the jaw structure to the end of the boom structure 

1 0 and hydraulic system of such a mobile machine in order to move at least one jaw and to open 

and close the jaws relative to each other and to grip and apply pressure onto such an article

to be crushed,

said first jaw having a rigid grid made of elongate rigid grid elements, a pair of said 

grid elements being widely spaced from each other and extending from said inner end portion

15 of the jaw to the outer end portion, an additional one of said rigid grid elements extending 

transversely of said pair of grid elements and being affixed thereto, there being open areas 

between said pair of grid elements to permit crushed material from the articles to pass 

through the jaw.

The jaws will be closed onto the opposite surfaces of a concrete slab of frangible 

’.‘2Ό article and the teeth will apply localised pressure at diverse places as to cause the concrete 

to fracture and break into pieces. The longest teeth on prongs at the cutter ends of the jaws
• · · ·
··..· will first engage and penetrate the concrete slab and will start the breaking of the slab, and

··;·. then the other teeth spaced along the jaw faces will engage and break the concrete into• ·
··. ; smaller pieces. As concrete slabs are being broken and crushed, steel reinforcing bars• ·
’ 2*5 which are embedded in the concrete, are oftentimes encountered. When breaking of a chunk 

·· . of concrete from

• · · ·
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the slab is impeded by interconnecting reinforcing bars, 

the shear may sever the bar to allow the crushing to 

proceed with dispatch.

The invention provides the advantage of being able 

to crush concrete and similar structures through the use 

of an ordinary piece of equipment generally known as a 

hydraulic excavator. The attachment may be mounted on 

the end of the boom structure, oftentimes on the end of 

the second member known as a dipper stick, as to replace 

the conventional digging bucket found on most hydraulic 

excavators. The attachment is relatively cheap and will 

readily reduce concrete slabs and structures to

particulate form. The teeth on the tined jaws, being of 

various lengths and sizes progressively engage and 

penetrate the concrete slab being handled so that the 

power exerted by the jaws may be progressively applied 

though the various teeth and tined portions of the jaws.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

Fig. 1 is a perspective view of the attachment 

mounted on the end on the boom structure i.e. the dipper 

stick of a hydraulic excavator.

Fig. 2 is a side elevation view of the attachment in 

open condition.

Fig 3. is a side elevation view of the attachment in 

closed condition.

Fig. 4 is a detail section view taken approximately 

at 4-4 of Fig. 3.
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Fig. 5 is an enlarged detail section view taken 
approximately at 5-5 of Fig. 3.

Fig. 6 is a perspective view showing an alternative 
form of apparatus for attachment between the moveable 
jaw and the hydraulic ram of the excavator.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

One form of the invention is illustrated in the 
drawings and is described herein. The attachment is 
indicated in general by numeral 10 and is adapted for 
mounting upon the boom structure 11 of a hydraulic 
excavator and more specifically on the end of the dipper 
stick 12 of such a hydraulic excavator. The attachment 
10 is also adapted for connection to the hydraulic 
system 13 of such a mobile machine or hydraulic 
excavator and particularly as illustrated in Fig. 1, the 
hydraulic system includes a hydraulic cylinder 14 which 
is mounted on the boom structure and is normally used in 
the hydraulic excavator for operating the digging 
bucket.

The heavy duty attachment 10 includes a steel jaw 
structure 15 having a pair of steel jaws 16 and 17, each 
of which is entirely integral and in a one piece 
fabricated construction wherein all portions are welded 
together. The jaw 16 is moveable as by swinging and 
because of its relationship to the dipper stick 12 and 
hydraulic cylinder 14, is oftentimes referred to as the 
front jaw or top jaw. The jaw 17 is, in most cases 
stationary with respect to the dipper stick 12 and is 
oftentimes' referred to as the back jaw or lower jaw.

The two jaws 16 and 17, are pivotally connected
together for relative swinging, and to this end, the
jaws have interleaving mounting plates 16.1, 17.1 which
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are apertured and mounted on the ends of a pivot 

pin 18. The portion of pin 18 intermediate the ends 

thereof extends through the end portion 19 of the dipper 

stick 12 to provide a means for mounting the jaw 

structure 15 on the boom structure 11. The rigid 

mounting plates 16.1, 17.1 of the jaws 16 and 17 are 

affixed as by welding to jaw box frames or beams 20, 21 

respectively which extend transversely across the jaws 

and rigidity the structures of the jaws 16, 17.

The elongate box beams 20, 21 have rigid transverse 

plates 22, 23 welded therein to minimize a possibility 

of warpage or other defamation of these rigid box 

beams 20.

Additional means are provided on the jaws 16, 17 for 

controlling the orientation thereof and swinging, and 

such means includes a pair of bracket plates 24 affixed 

on the swingable front jaw 16 as by welding to the box 

beam 20 and spaced from each other to receive the ram 25 

of the hydraulic cylinder 14 therebetween. A pivot 

pin 26 connects the ram 25 to the bracket plates 24 so 

that as the hydraulic cylinder extends the ram, the 

jaw 16 will swing relative to the dipper stick 12 and 

relative to the lower jaw 17. The lower jaw is provided 

with a rigid brace 27 affixed as by a connector pin 28 

to the lower jaw 17 and connected as by a connector 

pin 29 to a mounting or bracket structure 30 which is 

affixed as by welding to the dipper stick 12. In the 

ordinary course of operating the attachment 10, the 

lower jaw 17 is held stationary by the brace 27.

However, in some instances, the brace 27 may be replaced 

by an extensible connection 27.1 illustrated in phantom 

lines in Fig. 6 and may be in the form of a hydraulic 

cylinder so that the orientation of the lower jaw 17 may 

be adjustable.
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The two jaws 16 and 17 are oriented to confront each 

other and to grip and apply pressure to a concrete 

art? ole which may have the approximate shape of 

article C illustrated in phantom lines in Fig. 2. Such 

a concrete article may be a part of a slab of concrete 

which has originated with a concrete roadway or highway, 

and may have lengths of protruding reinforcing rods R 

extending therefrom.

Both of the jaws 16 and 17 are generally grid shaped 

and are formed of a multiplicity of rigid steel 

plate-like grid elements 31-34 and 37-41 extending 

transversely of each other and affixed to each other as 

by welding. The edge surfaces a, b of the grid elements 

confront the opposite jaw and define the jaw faces.

More specifically, the swinging front jaw 16 has three 

plate-like tines or grid elements 31, 32, and 33, all of 

which have inner end portions affixed as by welding to 

the box beam 20 and have their outer end portions 

affixed as by welding to a cross plate 34. It will be 

recognized that the grid elements or plate-like tines 

31, 32, and 33 are widely spaced from each other and in 

confronting relation with each other so that open areas 

35, 36 exist between these plate-like tines or grid 

elements which make, up the grid of the top jaw 16. The 

cross plate 34 protrudes slightly to the rear of the 

jaw 16, facilitating fastening a cable or chain thereon 

for lifting articles as may be required.

The grid shaped jaw 17 also has a multiplicity of 

plate-like tines or grid elements 37, 38, 39, and 40 

which are widely spaced from each other and which have 

their inner end portions affixed as by welding to the 

box frame 21 and have their outer ends affixed by 

welding to a cross plate 41 which is also a part of the 

grid of jaw 17. The wide spacing between the grid 

elements 37, 38, 39, and 40 provides open and

l
t
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unobstructed areas 42, 43, and 44 to permit particles of 

the crushed material from the slab C to pass 

therethrough.

The two central plate-like tines 37, 38 mount the 

pin 28 which connects the brace 27 to the jaw 17 as to 

hold the jaw 17 stationary.

It will be recognized that the plate-like tines 37, 

38, 39, and 40 on the stationary jaw 17 are somewhat 

longer than the plate-like tines or grid elements 31,

32, 33 on jaw 16. It will also be noted that the cross 

plate 41 on jaw 17 is spaced from the axis of pivot 18 

further than is the cross plate 34 on jaw 16 so that the 

two cross plates 34 and 41 are disaligned with respect 

to each other as the jaws 16 and 17 are swung into close 

proximity with each other as to grip and crush an 

article C.

Further, it will be observed that the several 

plate-like tines or grid elements on the removable jaw 

16 are disaligned with the plate-like tines or grid 

elements on the stationary jaw 17 so that as the jaws 

are closed, the edges of the plate-like tines or grid 

elements on the moveable jaw do not directly confront 

the edges of the plate-like tines or grid elements on 

the stationary jaw, but on the other hand, all of the 

plate-like tines or grid elements on both jaws confront 

open spaces adjacent the other jaw and between the 

plate-like tines or grid elements thereof.

It will be further noted that all of the open spaces 

35, 36, 42, 43, and 44 are wider than the opposite 

plate-like tines which confront these spaces so that all 

of the tines remain in spaced relation with the tines on
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the other jaw as the jaws are swung close to each other 
for crushing such an article C.

Both of the jaws 16 and 17 have pressure applying 
and localizing means confronting and tapering 
convergently toward the opposite jaws. Each means 
includes lugs or teeth 45, 46, 47, 48 and 49.

The jaw 17 has the elongate tapered tooth or lug 45 
affixed on the cross plate 41 as by welding and 
protruding toward the jaw 16 and into overlapping 
relation with the outer end portion of the jaw 16 and 
into traversing relation with the cross plate 34 of 
jaw 16. In Fig. 4, a portion of jaw 16 is broken away 
so as to see the tooth 45 in its relation to the cross 
plate 34.

The jaw 16 also carries the elongate tapered lug or 
tooth 46 which is formed on the central plate-like tine 
or grid element 31 and is aligned with the open space 43 
in jaw 17. The tooth 46 has a replaceable wear plate 
forming its outer most point and may be replaceable as 
needed due to wear in use of the attachment 10. It will 
be recognized in Fig. 4 that the tooth 46 on jaw 16 is 
somewhat wider or broader than the plate-like tine 31 
and is also broader than the opposite tooth 45 on the 
other jaw.

The center plate-like tine 31 on moveable jaw 16 
also has the single large lug or tapered tooth 47 on its 
front edge forming a portion of the jaw face and 
protruding toward the jaw 17 when the jaws are in the 
closed position.

(
ί
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The additional tapered lugs or teeth 48 are formed 

on the front edges of the plate-like tines or grid 

elements 32, 33 which are the outer side plate-like 

tines or grid elements of jaw 16. These teeth 48 

protrude toward the open spaces 42, 41 in jaw 17 but 

remain spaced from the plate-like tines or grid elements 

of the jaw 17.

The jaw 17 also carries the multiplicity of tapered 

lugs or teeth 49 on the front edges of the outermost 

plate-like tines 39, 40 of which teeth 49 protrude 

toward the jaw 16 as the jaws are swung toward closed 

position. The teeth 49 are disaligned with the teeth 48 

on the opposite jaw, and the teeth 49 remain 

transversely outwardly of the plate-like tines or grid 

elements 32, 33 of the moveable jaw.

The size and length of the several tapered lugs or 

teeth is significant, and it will be noted that a 

differential exists between the lengths of the teeth.

The lugs or teeth 45 and 46 are the longest teeth and in 

most instances will first engage the slab or article C 

to be crushed. The teeth 48 and 49 are the shortest and 

smallest teeth; the tooth 47 on moveable jaw 16 is of 

intermediate size between the sizes of teeth 48, 49 and 

the larger teeth 45, 46. Because the teeth are of 

various sizes and lengths, they will not all engage the 

article C simultaneously, but will engage the article in 

sequence so that each tooth will begin penetrating and 

fracturing the article without sharing significant power 

from the mobile machine with the other teeth as the 

crushing begins.

The jaw structure 15 also incorporates a shear which 

is indicated in general by numeral 50. The shear 50 

includes a pair of mounting plates 51 and 52 affixed as
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by welding to the box frames 21, 20 respectively, and in 

a position as to swing across each other into 

overlapping and facing relation as the jaws 16 and 17 

are closed. Each of the mounting plates 51, 52 has a 

recess 51.1, 52.1 for the purpose of mounting shear 

blades 53, 54 in shearing relation with each other. The 

shear blades 53, 54 are retained in the mounting plates 

as by fasteners such as bolts. The shear 50 is useful 

for cutting steel or reinforcing rods R as illustrated 

in Fig. 2 and other steel structures encountered in 

crushing reinforced concrete.

The brackets 24 may changes in shape, depending upon 

the particular dimensions and proportions existing in 

the boom structure 11 and hydraulic system 13 of the 

mobile machine. In some instances the bracket 

members 24 will be long and tapered as illustrated and 

in other instances the bracket members will be somewhat 

shorter and may be differently oriented. All of this 

simply is to match the attachment to the particular 

mobile machine on which the attachment is being 

mounted. In other instances, as illustrated in Fig. 6, 

a swinging linkage indicated by the numeral 55 may be 

used in order to accommodate the design of a particular 

mobile machine. The linkage illustrated connected to 

the ram of a hydraulic cylinder and to the swingable jaw 

16, and the linkage is also swingably mounted on the 

dipper stick 12 of the boom structure.

The attachment 10 may be operated as to open the 

jaws for lifting and grasping and applying pressure to 

the article C as illustrated in Fig. 2. As the jaws are 

closed relative to each other, the two elongate lugs or 

tapered teeth 45, 46 will first engage the article as to 

commence penetration of it and cause initial

fracturing. As the jaws continue to close, by moving
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the jaw 16 toward the jaw 17, the other teeth will 

progressively and sequentially engage the surfaces of 

the article for penetrating and fracturing the material 

in it. This crushing tool nay be advantageously used in 

reducing concrete slabs to particle size or chunks so 

that the chunks may be readily distributed and used as 

aggregate in a road bed or other suitable site.

Although the sizes of the plate-like tines and cross 

plates in the attachment may vary according to the 

overall size of the attachment and with the nature of 

the work to be done,- it has been found that it is 

desirable to use steel plates integrally welded together 

to form the grids of the jaws with sheet stock which is 

approximately two inches thick, both in the plate-like 

tines or grid elements and in the cross plates. The 

plate-like tines or grid elements of the moveable jaw 16 

may extend approximately eighteen inches outwardly of 

the box frame 20 to the cross plate 34, and the cross 

plate may have a width so as to establish the dimension 

between the outside surfaces of the plate-like tines 32, 

33 of approximately 15 inches.

The stationary jaw 17 is somewhat larger and may 

extend outwardly from the box frame 21 approximately 

twenty one inches to the cross plate 41 which may have a 

width of approximately twenty inches to traverse all of 

the plate-like tines or grid elements as illustrated in 

Fig. 4.

It will be seen that the invention provides a new 

and improved concrete crusher which may be used to lift 

and grasp articles of reinforced concrete and to crush 

them into particulate sizes so that they may be handled 

by other types of equipment and buried in landfills or 

used as aggregate in construction sites.
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1. A heavy duty attachment for crushing articles of frangible rubble and building 

materials such as concrete and for connection to the boom structure and hydraulic system of 

a mobile machine such as a hydraulic excavator, comprising:

a jaw structure including first and second relatively swingable jaws pivotally 

connected to each other, each of the jaws having an inner end portion adjacent the pivotal 

connection and also having an outer end portion,

means for mounting and connecting the jaw structure to the end of the boom structure 

and hydraulic system of such a mobile machine in order to move at least one jaw and to open 

and close the jaws relative to each other and to grip and apply pressure onto such an article 

to be crushed,

said first jaw having a rigid grid made of elongate rigid grid elements, a pair of said 

grid elements being widely spaced from each other and extending from said inner end portion 

of the jaw to the outer end portion, an additional one of said rigid grid elements extending 

transversely of said pair of grid elements and being affixed thereto, there being open areas 

between said pair of grid elements to permit crushed material from the articles to pass 

through the jaw.

• · · · ·· ·• · · • · ·• · • · · ·• · ·

■ · · • · ·• ·

2. The heavy duty attachment according to claim 1 and said additional grid element being 

disposed adjacent said outer end portion of the first jaw.

3. A heavy duty attachment according to claim 2 and the second jaw having a rigid tooth 

thereon and protruding toward the first jaw and one of the open areas thereof.

• ·• · · ·• · ·• · ···• ·• ·• · ·»

4. A heavy duty attachment according to claim 1 and the second jaw having pressure 

applying teeth confronting and protruding toward the grid of the first jaw to fracture such an 

article as pressure is applied thereto by the jaws.

*···
• · · ·

5. A heavy duty attachment according to claim 4 wherein at least one of said teeth on the

second jaw is disaligned with the grid elements of the first jaw and is in confronting relation

with open areas between the grid elements.
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6. A heavy duty attachment according to claim 4 wherein said pair of grid elements are 

plate shaped and are oriented transversely of the axis of swinging of the relatively swingable 

jaws.

7. A heavy duty attachment according to claim 1 wherein said second jaw of said first and 

second jaws also has a rigid grid made of elongate rigid grid elements, a pair of said grid 

elements of the second jaw being widely spaced from each other and extending from said inner 

end portion of the second jaw to the outer end portion, an additional one of said grid elements 

of the second jaw extending transversely of said pair of grid elements of the second jaw and 

being affixed thereto, there being open areas between said pair of grid elements of said second 

jaw to permit crushed material from the articles to pass through the second jaw.

8. A heavy duty attachment according to claim 7 wherein both of said first and second 

jaws have pressure applying teeth affixed on grid elements and protruding toward the 

opposite jaw.

DATED this 7th day of July, 1992

KENNETH R LA BOUNTY

WATERMARK PATENT & TRADEMARK ATTORNEYS
THE ATRIUM
290 BURWOOD ROAD
HAWTHORN VICTORIA 3122
AUSTRAUA
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